We implement momentum strategies based on reward-risk measures as ranking criteria using classical tempered stable distribution. The performance and risk characteristics of the portfolios are obtained in various asset classes and markets. The reward-risk momentum strategies outperform the traditional momentum strategy with lower volatility level regardless of asset class and market. Additionally, the alternative portfolios are not only less riskier in risk measures such as VaR, CVaR, and maximum drawdown but also characterized by thinner downside tails. Similar patterns in performance and risk profiles are also found at the level of each ranking basket in the alternative portfolios. Larger factor-neutral returns achieved by the reward-risk momentum strategies are statistically significant and the large portions of the performance are not explained by the Fama-French three-factor model.
Introduction
Since its discovery [1] , price momentum, one of the most well-known market anomalies, has attracted attention from academia and industry. Many evidence for the price momentum have been found in various asset classes and markets [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] . Unfortunately, the origin of the price momentum is still mysterious although diverse explanations and interpretations on the anomaly have been suggested. Those approaches include lead-lag effect or auto-/cross-sectional correlation [8, 9] , over-/under-reaction of investors to the news [10, 11, 12, 13], sector momentum [14] , and transaction cost [15] . However, there is no integrated framework to explain the market anomaly yet.
The practitioners are also interested in the momentum strategy for developing profitable trading strategies. The anomaly is based on the belief that the future direction of a financial asset price is predictable with past price history. When an asset price forms a trend, it tends to keep the trend, i.e. past winners are likely to outperform past losers in the future. Exploiting the prediction based on the momentum anomaly, it is obvious for investors, who want to implement the momentum strategy, to buy the past winners and short-sell the past losers. However, it is not easy to define and filter the price trend from noisy data in practice. Moreover, the risk of losing money always exists if the naive strategy is implemented without any deep understanding in the source of the price momentum.
In these senses, more profound analysis on the price momentum is indispensable and finding potential momentum factors is an important task to both academics and practitioners. One easy approach to demystifying the origin and finding the lucrative trading strategies is implementing the momentum strategies employing alternative stock selection rules which are potential momentum driving factors. The several factors considered in the literature are expected return by time series model [6] , trading volume [16] , liquidity [17, 18, 19, 20] , 52-week high price [21, 22] , physical momentum [23] , and reward-risk measures [24] .
Among the papers on the alternative stock selection rules, the work by Rachev et al. [24] focused on various reward-risk measures as the momentum ranking criteria. Their momentum portfolios were constructed by long positions on less riskier assets and short positions on much riskier assets. In the S&P 500 universe from 1996 to 2003, these alternative portfolios achieved the less riskier performance than the traditional momentum strategy. Additionally, it was found that the momentum winner groups with the better reward-risk measures in the past are subjected to lower ex-post risks than the loser groups.
In this paper, we extend the approach based on the reward-risk measures suggested by Rachev et al. [24] to many different directions. First of all, the reward-risk measure based momentum portfolios are constructed in diverse asset classes including currency markets, commodity markets, global stock benchmark indices, South Korea KOSPI 200 universe, SPDR U.S. sector ETFs, and S&P 500 universe. Secondly, more robust tests by using a different time horizon and removing survivor bias with the component-change log are performed in the S&P 500 universe. Finally, the Fama-French factor analysis on the rewardrisk portfolios is conducted. The structure of this paper is followings: In next section, we briefly cover a risk model and reward-risk measures used as stock selection rules for momentum-style portfolio construction. In section 3, datasets and methodology are introduced. The performance and risk measures of the strategies are given in section 4. The Fama-French factor analysis is conducted in section 5. We close the paper in section 6.
Risk model and reward-risk measures

Risk model
It is important to decide a risk model for the calculation of reward-risk measures. Considering the distributional properties of a financial asset price such as autocorrelation and volatility clustering, the ARMA(1,1)-GARCH(1,1) model is chosen. Additionally, we assume that the innovation of the model is generated from classical tempered stable (CTS) distribution [25] in order to model skewness and kurtosis. The ARMA-GARCH-CTS model is proposed by Kim et al. [26] and this paper follows it.
An infinitely divisible random variable X is said to follow the CTS distribution, X ∼ CTS(α, C + , C − , λ + , λ − , m) if its Levy triplet (σ 2 , ν, γ) satisfies following conditions:
where C + , C − , λ + , λ − are all positive, α ∈ (0, 2), and m ∈ R. From the viewpoint of risk management, important CTS parameters are α and λ − . The tail index α tells how fat both tails are and the lager tail index is achieved by the thinner tail. The downside tail is controlled by λ − . Similar to the tail index α, the thinner downside tail is described by the larger λ − parameter.
Reward-risk measures 2.2.1. Sharpe ratio
The Sharpe ratio is the ratio of expected excessive return to standard deviation for excessive return [27] , i.e. it is a reward per deviation. It is defined with
where r f is a risk-free rate. A portfolio with higher Sharpe ratio is considered the better portfolio than a portfolio with lower Sharpe ratio. Additionally, the portfolio with the highest Sharpe ratio in Markowitz framework is the tangency portfolio [28] .
Conditional Value-at-Risk
In order to define conditional Value-at-Risk (CVaR), Vale-at-Risk (VaR) needs to be defined. The VaR is represented with VaR (1−α)100% = −inf{l|P (r > l) ≤ 1 − α} where 0 < α < 1.
Classification of the reward-risk measures
These reward-risk measures can be categorized into two classes. The first class includes ratio-based measures such as R-ratio and Sharpe ratio. With the ratio measures, the reward is scaled by the risk. The second class is risk-based measures. The CVaR is one of the measures in this category and the linearized STARR is also a member in the second group.
Dataset and methodology
Dataset
Various asset classes and markets are employed in order to conduct robust tests on the profitability of the reward-risk momentum strategies. The datasets consist of currency markets, commodity markets, global stock benchmark indices, South Korea KOSPI 200 universe, SPDR U.S. sector ETFs, and U.S. S&P 500 universe.
Currency markets
The historical currency prices are downloaded from Bloomberg and the length of the covered period is 20 years from January 1993 to December 2012. The currency rates are spot prices in U.S. dollar and obtained with respect to Eastern Standard Timezone. The instruments are followings: ARSUSD (Argentina), AUDUSD (Australia), BRLUSD (Brazil), CADUSD (Canada), CHFUSD (Swiss), CLPUSD (Chile), CNYUSD (China), COPUSD (Columbia), CZKUSD (Czech), DEMUSD (German), DKKUSD (Denmark), EGPUSD (Egypt), EURUSD (Euro), GBPUSD (U.K.), GHSUSD (Ghana), HKDUSD (Hong Kong), HUFUSD (Hungary), IDRUSD (Indonesia), ILSUSD (Israel), INRUSD (India), ISKUSD (Iceland), JPYUSD (Japan), KESUSD (Kenya), KRWUSD (South Korea), MXNUSD (Mexico), MYRUSD (Malaysia), NGNUSD (Nigeria), NOKUSD (Norway), NZDUSD (New Zealand), PENUSD(Peru), PHPUSD (Philippines), PLNUSD (Poland), RUBUSD (Russia), SARUSD (Saudi), SEKUSD (Sweden), SGDUSD (Singapore), THBUSD (Thai), TRYUSD (Turkey), TWDUSD (Taiwan), VEFUSD (Venezuela), XAFUSD (Central Africa), and ZARUSD (South Africa).
Commodity markets
The commodity price information between January 1993 and December 2012 is collected from Bloomberg. The historical price of a generic future contract is obtained. The whole momentum universe includes following tickers: BO (Soybean Oil: CBT), C (Corn: CBT), CC (Cocoa: NYB), CL (WTI: NYM), CO (Brent:N YM), COA (Coal: NYM), CT (Cotton: NYB), DA (Milk: CME), DL (Ethanol: CBT), FC (Feeder Cattle: CME), GC (Gold: CMX), HG (Copper: CMX), HO (Heating Oil: NYM), HU(Gasoline: NYM) JO (Orange Juice: NYB), KC (Coffee: NYB), LA (Aluminium Primary: LME), LC (Live Cattle: CME), LCO (Cobalt: LME), LH (Lean Hogs: CME), LL (Lead: LME), LN (Nickel: LME), LT (Tin: LME), LX (Zinc: LME), LY (Aluminium Alloy: LME), MOL (Molybden: LME), NG (Natural Gas: NYM), O (Oat: CBT), OR (Rubber: SGX), PA (Palladium: NYM), PB (Pork Belly: CME), PGP (Polypropylen: NYM), PL (Platinum: NYM), PN (Propane: NYM), QS (Gas Oil: ICE), RR (Rice: CBT), S (Soybean: CBT), SB (Sugar: NYB), SI (Silver: CMX), SM (Soybean Meal: CBT), TO (Dubai: NYM), W (Wheat: CBT), and XB (RBOB Gasoline: NYM).
Global stock benchmark indices
The daily data of global stock benchmark indices are downloaded from Bloomberg. The time horizon covers the period from January 1993 to December 2012. The indices are converted to dollar values and the considered index tickers are AEX (Netherland), AS51 (Australia), BEL20 (Belgium), CAC 40 (France), CCMP (U.S. NASDAQ), DAX (German), FBMKLCI (Malaysia), FSSTI (Singapore), FTSEMIB-MIB30 (Italy), HSI (Hong Kong), IBEX (Spain), IBOV (Brazil), IGBC (Columbia), IGBVL (Peru), INDU (U.S. Dow Jones), IPSA (Chile), JCI (Indonesia), KOSPI (South Korea), MERVAL (Argentina), MEXBOL (Mexico), NKY (Japan), NZSE50FG (New Zealand), OMX (Sweden), PCOMP (Philiphine), PSI20 (Portuguese), RTSI$ (Russia), SENSEX (India), SET (Thailand), SHCOMP (China), SMI (Swiss), SPTSX (Canada), SPX (U.S. S&P 500), SX5E (Euro), TWSE (Taiwan), UKX (U.K.), and VNIN-DEX(Vietnam).
South Korea equity market: KOSPI 200
The price history and component-change log are obtained from Korea Exchange. The market universe for the momentum strategy consists of the recent 10-year (2003-2012) components of the KOSPI 200 which is one of main benchmark indices in Korean stock markets.
U.S. equity market: SPDR sector ETFs
The data for SPDR U.S. sector ETFs are collected from Bloomberg. Among various sector ETFs, SPDR sector ETFs are chosen because the same length of historical price is available for all industry sectors. The time horizon is the period between January 1999 and December 2012. The ETF universe includes XLB (Materials), XLE (Energy), XLF (Financial), XLI (Industrial), XLK (Technology), XLP (Consumer Staples), XLU (Utilities), XLV (Health Care), and XLY (Consumer Discretionary).
U.S. equity market: S&P 500
The price data and component-change log for S&P 500 components are downloaded from Bloomberg. The time span covers from January 2003 to December 2012.
Methodology
The portfolio construction for this study is identical to the traditional momentum portfolio construction in Jegadeesh and Titman [1] . The only difference is the usage of alternative ranking criteria for the formation of momentum ranking groups. For comparison, the first criterion is cumulative return over a ranking period. Other stock selection rules used for portfolio construction are the reward-risk measures introduced in the previous section: Sharpe ratio, CVaR, STARR, and R-ratio. Among these reward-risk measures, Sharpe ratio, STARR, and R-ratio are already used in Rachev et al. [24] and CVaR is newly adopted in this paper.
Given a ranking rule calculated from the past six months of estimation period, assets are sorted from the highest risk to the lowest risk and grouped into several baskets. In this paper, the size of the groups is 3 except for the KOSPI 200 and S&P 500 universes which use 10 different ranking groups. Assets with the highest risk form a loser basket and the safest assets are assigned to a winner basket. Momentum return is the return difference between the winner and loser quantiles after a holding period. The six months of holding period are used in this study. In every six months, the new portfolio is constructed and maintained until the end of the holding period, i.e. it is a non-overlapping portfolio.
The price data are converted into summary data which contain the rewardrisk measures and cumulative returns over the periods. Some summary results for several instruments in certain periods are ignored if enough numbers of data points in the period are not given. The minimum number of the data in the period is 21 days corresponding to the trading dates in one month. This ignorance is reasonable for the case that some instruments could have few data points during the period. In this case, it is impossible to estimate the parameters of the CTS distribution by using maximum likelihood estimation with very small numbers of data points. The Sharpe ratio, VaR, CVaR, STARR, and R-ratio are calculated in daily scale. The maximum drawdown is obtained from the entire history of the portfolio performance.
Results
Currency markets
According to the summary statistics of the strategies found in Table 1 , the R-ratio based strategies in the currency universe outperform the traditional momentum strategy which obtains the monthly return of 0.33% and the standard deviation of 2.33%. In particular, the R-ratio(50%, 9X%)-based portfolios achieve monthly 0.44%-0.52%. The standard deviations of these portfolios are about 20% smaller than that of the original momentum strategy. In addition to that, the average monthly returns of the R-ratio(9X%,9X%) portfolios are in the range between 0.31% and 0.36%. The volatility levels of these strategies are also 40% lower than that of the cumulative return portfolio. Other reward-risk measures such as Sharpe ratio, CVaRs, and STARR ratios provide the portfolios underperforming the traditional trend-following strategy and these portfolios except for the Sharpe ratio based strategy are not less volatile.
With the R-ratio(50%,9X%) criteria, the momentum of each ranking basket becomes stronger. The winner groups of the R-ratio(50%,9X%) portfolios outperform that of the benchmark strategy. Additionally, they are the best winner groups among all the reward-risk momentum portfolios. Opposite to the winner baskets, the loser baskets of the R-ratio(50%,9X%) strategies are the worst performers among all the selection rules including the cumulative return. The lagging in the short basket enables the strategies beat the traditional momentum strategy. The short baskets of the R-ratio(9X%,9X%) portfolios show substantial downside momentum but the opposite baskets are not as strong as the winner portfolio of the cumulative return based strategy. The pattern of skewness also explains why the momentum by the alternative ranking rules tends to be stronger. For all the reward-risk momentum portfolios, the long (short) baskets exhibit larger (smaller) skewness than the cumulative return strategy does.
The dominant performance of the reward-risk strategies is achieved by taking less risk. In Table 2 , it is obvious that every R-ratio strategies exhibit lower 95% VaR and CVaR levels. Another remarkable characteristic of the reward-risk portfolios is that the maximum drawdowns of 10.96%-14.83% are significantly smaller than 26.90% by the cumulative return portfolio. Moreover, the top 3 largest Sharpe ratios are achieved by the R-ratio(50%,X%) strategies. Besides the R-ratio strategies, the highest Sharpe ratio and lowest maximum drawdown are obtained by the Sharpe ratio momentum strategy. The reward-risk measures of any other ranking criteria are worse than those of the traditional momentum. The R-ratio(50%,95%) and R-ratio(50%,90%) strategies are characterized by larger CTS tail index α values which control the both tails simultaneously. Most of the other reward-risk strategies generally have larger λ − parameters than the benchmark strategy.
With the VaR and CVaR levels of each ranking basket, the selection rules are categorized into two groups. The first class of the reward-risk measures are characterized by higher (lower) VaR and CVaR levels for the winner (loser) group. The R-ratios and Sharpe ratio are included in this class. The second class is opposite to the first class, i.e. the winner (loser) group is less (much) riskier than that of the cumulative return strategy. The second class consists of the CVaR and the STARR criteria. The same classification is also applied to the CTS parameters. For the criteria in the first class, the λ − values of the winners are greater than the loser groups. In particular, for the R-ratio(50%,9X%) strategies, the λ − parameters of the long (short) position are larger (smaller) than that of the traditional momentum winner. This explain why the winner (loser) groups of the R-ratio(50%,9X%) portfolios outperform (underperform) the momentum winner (loser). For the second class, the situation is opposite to the first class. The downside tail indices of the winner portfolios are below the levels of the downside tail indices for the loser. Additionally, the smaller λ − for the winners and larger λ − for the losers are found. It is the reason why these strategies are not as good as the strategies by the selection rules in the first class strategies or the cumulative return portfolio.
Commodity markets
Similar to the currency market, it is found that the reward-risk portfolios in commodity markets also beat the cumulative return based strategy. According to Table 3 , the alternative momentum strategies in the commodity markets exhibit negative average returns regardless of ranking criterion and outperform the traditional trend-following strategy with the monthly return of -0.79%. Those strategies are also less volatile with smaller standard deviation than the benchmark strategy with the volatility of 5.59%. The R-ratio strategies generate the larger average returns of -0.33%--0.06% and the smaller standard deviations in the range of 3.99%-4.31%. In particular, the R-ratio(50%,9X%) strategies achieve the best performance among the R-ratio criteria. The next best portfolios are the Sharpe ratio and CVaR(90%) strategies with monthly -0.22% and -0.26%, respectively.
In the commodity markets, the reward-risk measures are good at filtering the momentum signal. The behaviors of the winner and loser groups are similar to the case in the currency universe. All winner groups in the alternative ranking rules are followed by the winner basket of the traditional momentum portfolio in performance. The best winner performer is the R-ratio(50%,90%) portfolio with monthly 0.72%. The CVaR(99%) and Sharpe ratio criteria provide the next best winner baskets with monthly 0.66% and 0.61%. These long positions of the alternative strategies are at the lower volatility levels than that of the cumulative return strategy. Additionally, all the loser groups underperform the loser group of the cumulative return criterion. The poor performance in short position is desirable for increasing the profitability of the momentum portfolio.
The risk profiles of these reward-risk strategies are more impressive. As seen in Table 4 , the maximum drawdowns of the strategies are in the range of 52.20-71.68%, substantially smaller than that of the traditional trend-following strategy, 85.75%. The 95% VaRs and CVaRs by the reward-risk strategies are also below the 95% VaR and CVaR levels of the original momentum portfolio. Moreover, the Sharpe ratios of the alternative strategies, except for the STARR(90%) strategy, are larger than that of cumulative return strategy. The different patterns in the risk characteristics are also observed as it is found in the currency markets. The CVaR and STARR strategies exhibit larger λ − values than the momentum strategy. Meanwhile, with the R-ratio and Sharpe ratio, the λ − values of the portfolios are smaller than that of the benchmark strategy except for some R-ratio portfolios.
The risk patterns of the long/short positions also show the superiority of the alternative reward-risk strategies. The smaller VaR and CVaR levels are achieved by the winner groups of these strategies. Since the long baskets of the reward-risk strategies outperform that of the traditional momentum, the lower VaR and CVaR levels of the winner groups impose that these groups generate the more profits by accepting the lower risks. The Sharpe ratios and maximum drawdowns of the long baskets are superior to the reward-risk measures of the winner basket by the cumulative return selection rule. Other ranking portfolios feature lower VaR and CVaR levels for the winner groups but larger risk measures for the loser groups. The lower risk acceptance of the long positions is also cross-checked by the higher λ − values than that of the long position for the momentum portfolio. In the case of short position, the CTS downside tail indices of R-ratio and Sharpe ratio strategies are smaller than the short position of the cumulative return. Meanwhile, the CVaR and STARR strategies have larger λ − values.
Global stock benchmark indices
As seen in Table 5 , the outperformance of the alternative portfolios is also attained in the global stock benchmark index universe. While the cumulative return criterion obtains monthly 0.51% with standard deviation of 4.23%, the best performers are the R-ratio(90%,90%) and R-ratio(95%,95%) portfolios with 0.63% and 0.58%, respectively. The standard deviations of these strategies are 3.47% and 3.16%, much less volatile than the traditional momentum strategy. Accepting smaller return fluctuations, the STARR(90%), Sharpe ratio, and Rratio(50%,90%) also provide higher average returns than the benchmark strategy. The performance of the R-ratio(50%,90%) and R-ratio(99%,99%) strategies are comparable with the cumulative return portfolio and the volatility level of those portfolios are significantly lower. Smaller standard deviations are also obtained by the other selection rules.
The strong performance of the winner baskets in the reward-risk strategies is found in the global benchmark index universe regardless of criterion. The winner groups obtain 0.86%-1.18% and the top 4 best long positions are from the Rratio criteria. The long basket in the Sharpe ratio portfolio is also followed by the cumulative return winner group. Additionally, the volatility levels of these winner baskets are lower than the the benchmark case. The skewness of every R-ratio long position is greater than the traditional momentum case, i.e. the downside tails of the R-ratio strategies are thinner. For loser groups, the average returns are in the range of 0.46-0.60% while the cumulative return loser group achieves 0.49%. Although the loser groups of the reward-risk momentum strategies tend to perform slightly better than the original momentum strategy, smaller skewness is obtained by the short positions of the R-ratio and Sharperatio portfolios. The smaller skewness imposes that the loser baskets are exposed to the more downside tail risk which are likely to generate the profits from the short positions.
In Table 6 , it is found that the reward-risk strategies, in particular, the R-ratio strategies are less riskier than the traditional trend-following strategy. With 95% VaR and CVaR, all the reward-risk strategies, except for the STARR(99%) strategy, are less riskier than the benchmark strategy. Additionally, the maximum drawdowns of the R-ratio strategies are substantially lower than that of the cumulative return strategy. The Sharpe ratio, CVaR, and STARR momentum portfolios exhibit the comparable sizes of maximum drawdowns. Larger Sharpe ratios are obtained by the Sharpe ratio, R-ratio(90%,90%), R-ratio(50%,90%), and R-ratio(95%,95%) strategies. In this sense, the rewardrisk portfolios generate more profits under less exposure to the risk. In particular, the R-ratio and Sharpe ratio criteria are better both in performance and risk.
The maximum drawdown of each ranking group is also well-matched to the purpose of the group. The winner baskets of the reward-risk strategies exhibit smaller maximum drawdowns and the maximum drawdowns of the losers are higher. The 95% VaR and CVaR levels of these portfolios are slightly different with the maximum drawdown. The CVaR and STARR criteria feature lower VaRs and CVaRs than the long basket of the R-ratio and Sharpe ratio portfolio. The short baskets of the alternative portfolios obtain lower VaR and CVaR values than the momentum strategy.
South Korea equity market: KOSPI 200
In the KOSPI 200 universe, the reward-risk momentum strategies not only outperform the cumulative return strategy but also feature lower volatility. According to the summary statistics of the reward-risk strategies in Table 7 , the best strategies are given by the STARR criteria. The STARR(90%) achieves monthly 1.62% with the volatility of 6.73% while the cumulative return provides monthly 0.97% with the standard deviation of 7.56%. The STARR(95%) and STARR(99%) portfolios are the next top performer obtaining the average returns of 1.53% and 1.50% and the monthly return fluctuation levels of the portfolios are 6.68% and 5.98%, respectively. The CVaR portfolios also obtain better performance and are less volatile than the cumulative return. The CVaR(99%), CVaR(95%) and CVaR(90%) based strategies generate 1.48%, 1.35%, and 1.24%, respectively. These CVaR criteria also have smaller standard deviations, 6.27%-6.94%.
Similar to other asset classes, the R-ratio(50%,9X%) strategies also feature better performance than the traditional momentum strategy. The Rratio(50%,99%) and R-ratio(50%,95%) strategies generate the monthly profits of 1.15%. The two alternative portfolios with the monthly volatility levels of 4.45%-4.67% are much less volatile not only than the original trend-following strategy but also than the CVaR and STARR portfolios. The R-ratio(50%,90%) portfolio with the average return of 1.00% and the volatility of 4.46% is still better in performance and risk. Although the Sharpe ratio strategy is slightly poorer in performance than the benchmark strategy, the standard deviation of the performance is much reduced. Meanwhile, the R-ratio(9X%,9X%) strategies underperform the momentum strategy although the strategies are less volatile in the deviation measure. Every reward-risk strategy is under larger skewness than the cumulative return strategy.
The behaviors of winner and loser deciles are followings. With the STARR and CVaR selection rules, the winner groups underperform that of the traditional momentum strategy by 0.10%. However, the loser groups perform much poorly than the loser group of the cumulative return strategy by 0.60%-0.70%. The different amounts of the shifts make the reward-risk strategies more profitable. Meanwhile, the winner and loser groups of the Sharpe ratio and Rratio strategies tend to outperform the original trend-following strategy. The long/short positions of all the reward-risk portfolios exhibit the smaller skewness than the benchmark strategy.
The less riskier performance of the reward-risk strategies are also crosschecked with the risk characteristics given in Table 8 . The maximum drawdowns of all the reward-risk strategies are substantially decreased. In particular, the maximum drawdowns of the R-ratio(50%,9X%) strategies are 17.31%-24.63%, significantly smaller than 63.97% of the traditional momentum strategy. The STARR portfolios also achieve 27.97%-33.46% and the CVaR criteria obtain 32.74%-35.92% of maximum drawdowns. The maximum drawdown of the Sharpe ratio portfolio is 49.57% which is higher than other criteria but still smaller than the benchmark case. More interesting caveat is that all the Rratio momentum portfolios are remarkably less riskier because their VaRs and CVaRs are decreased by 30%-40%. The 95% VaR and CVaR levels of the STARR(99%), STARR(90%), Sharpe ratio, and CVaR(99%) strategies are also lower than those of the trend-following strategy. In addition to that, the λ − values of all the R-ratio portfolios are larger than that of the momentum strategy. This fact indicates that those portfolios are under the lower tail risk. The Sharpe ratios of the Sharpe ratio, CVaR(99%) and R-ratio(50%,9X%) criteria are higher than that of the cumulative return portfolio.
The risk profile of each ranking basket is also consistent with the purpose of the ranking group. The winner (loser) groups of the reward-risk portfolios feature smaller (larger) risk measures such as VaR, CVaR, and maximum drawdowns. Larger (smaller) Sharpe ratios are available for the winner (loser) groups. It is also supported by the CTS parameter λ − of each basket. The λ − values for the winner (loser) deciles are greater (smaller) than that of the long (short) basket in the momentum portfolio. The risk characteristics of the ranking deciles in the R-ratio strategies are slightly different with other portfolios. The R-ratio strategies are also less riskier in the level of both ranking baskets. The winner and loser groups of the R-ratio portfolios are less riskier in 95% VaR and CVaR. The Sharpe ratios of the both baskets beat those of the benchmark ranking baskets.
U.S. equity market: SPDR sector ETFs
The R-ratio momentum strategies in the SPDR U.S. sector ETF universe exhibit better performance than the traditional momentum strategy as seen in Table 9 . Comparing with the benchmark momentum strategy providing the monthly return of 0.33% and the standard deviation of 4.34%, the Rratio(50%,99%), R-ratio(50%,90%), and R-ratio(50%,95%) portfolios generate monthly 0.62%, 0.58%, and 0.58%, respectively. The standard deviations of the portfolio returns are decreased by about 25%. The R-ratio(90%,90%) and Sharpe ratio criteria not only outperform the cumulative return portfolio by 0.08% and 0.04% but also obtain lower volatility levels. The other stock selection rules follow the original momentum strategy in performance. The skewness of every reward-risk strategy is larger than the cumulative return based strategy.
The excellent performance of the R-ratio(50%,9X%) portfolios is achieved by the strong momentum in each basket. The winner groups of the portfolios strongly outperform the winner group of the traditional momentum strategy. Meanwhile, the loser groups exhibit poorer performance than the loser of the benchmark strategy. The winner return of the R-ratio(90%,90%) portfolio is slightly worse but the loser return is much smaller than the momentum loser. The group behavior of the Sharpe ratio portfolio is similar to the Rratio(90%,90%) case. Although the winner group underperforms the momen-tum winner by 0.20%, the weakest performance among all the ranking rules is obtained by the Sharpe ratio losers. For the R-ratio and Sharpe ratio strategies, the skewness of the long (short) baskets is larger (smaller) than that of the momentum strategy.
It is noteworthy that the performance of the R-ratio strategies, in particular, the performance of the R-ratio(50%,9X%) strategies is obtained by accepting less risks. Given in Table 10 , all the R-ratio portfolios exhibit lower 95% VaRs and CVaRs than the benchmark momentum. The lower risks of the portfolios are also guaranteed by their larger λ − values in the CTS model. Additionally, higher Sharpe ratios are achieved by the R-ratio(90%,90%) and R-ratio(50%,9X%) strategies. Moreover, smaller maximum drawdown than the traditional momentum strategy is the unique feature of the R-ratio(50%,9X%) strategies. Although all the CVaR and STARR portfolios are less riskier in the 95% VaR and CVaR levels, the performance of these strategies is poorer than the R-ratio portfolios.
The alternative portfolios are less riskier than the cumulative return strategy not only at the levels of entire portfolios but also in each ranking group of the portfolios. The winner and loser baskets of the R-ratio criteria, except for the R-ratio(95%, 95%) winner group, achieve lower 95% VaRs and CVaRs. In particular, the short baskets in the R-ratio(50%,9X%) portfolios exhibit the lowest VaR and CVaR levels. Additionally, the long/short positions in the Rratio(50%,9X%) portfolio also feature smaller maximum drawdowns comparing with each long/short positions of the traditional momentum. With the CTS parameters, it is also cross-checked that these baskets in the R-ratio and Sharpe ratio portfolios are consistent with the directions of the price momentum. The λ − parameters for the reward-risk winner groups are greater than that of the momentum strategy. Meanwhile, the λ − values of the loser groups are smaller. This is much desirable for the momentum portfolio. Opposite to the R-ratio and Sharpe ratio strategies, the larger (smaller) λ − for the short (long) baskets are the characteristics of the CTS parameters in the CVaR and STARR portfolios.
U.S. equity market: S&P 500
As shown in Table 11 , the reward-risk momentum strategies in the S&P 500 universe outperform the traditional momentum and the best reward-risk portfolios are constructed by the R-ratio(50%,9X%) criteria. The R-ratio(50%,90%) strategy is the best portfolio of monthly 0.64%, almost three-times larger return than the cumulative return portfolio of 0.22%. Meanwhile, its standard deviation is monthly 2.73%, 50% smaller than the volatility of the original momentum strategy, 5.54%. Similar to the R-ratio(50%, 90%) case, the R-ratio(50%,95%) and R-ratio(50%,99%) portfolios obtain monthly 0.53% and 0.39% with the standard deviations of 2.83% and 2.64%, respectively. Comparing with the results in Rachev et al. [24] , the returns of the R-ratio(50%,9X%) portfolios are increased and the volatility are reduced. However, the other strategies are not interesting because the performance of the portfolios are based on taking larger volatility. Additionally, the performance of these selection rules including the cumulative return becomes poorer since the original study [24] .
The ranking group properties of the R-ratio(50%,9X%) portfolios are also attractive because each ranking group of the portfolios exhibit strong momentum. All the winner groups of these strategies outperform the traditional momentum long basket. Moreover, the loser groups of the R-ratio(50%,95%) and R-ratio(50%,90%) criteria underperform the momentum short basket and the performance of the R-ratio(50%,99%) loser group is slightly better by 0.03%. The ranking group characteristics of the STARR(90%) and Sharpe ratio portfolios are exactly opposite to those of the R-ratio(50%,99%) criterion, i.e. the winners underperform and the losers outperform the benchmark. In the cases of the STARR(95%), CVaR(90%) and CVaR(95%) measures, the weaker performance is observed for all the winner and loser groups. All winner and loser groups of every stock selection rules perform worse than those ranking groups of the reward-risk strategies in the previous study on the reward-risk momentum strategy [24] .
The alternative ranking portfolios in the S&P 500 universe are less riskier according to Table 12. All the reward-risk momentum strategies feature lower 95% CVaRs. The 95% VaR levels depends on the criteria. In particular, the VaR and CVaR levels of the R-ratio strategies are substantially smaller than the risk measures of the cumulative return strategy. The Sharpe ratio portfolio also shows lower VaR and CVaR levels. Additionally, the λ − parameters of the R-ratio and Sharpe ratio strategies, except for the R-ratio(95%,95%) and R-ratio(90%,90%) measures, are larger than that of the cumulative return. The larger λ − of the reward-risk momentum strategies are good at controlling the downside tail risks. For maximum drawdown, the Sharpe ratio and the R-ratio portfolios exhibit better maximum drawdown values than the original momentum strategy. The maximum drawdowns of the R-ratio portfolios are impressively decreased. For example, the maximum drawdowns of the R-ratio(50%,9X%) portfolios are around 15% and it imposes that 75% of the maximum drawdown by the cumulative return criterion is gone away by choosing the R-ratio(50%,9X%) measures. The additional advantage of adopting the R-ratio(50%, 9X%) and Sharpe ratio as the stock selection rules is that the Sharpe ratios of the portfolios are about 2-5 times higher than the cumulative return portfolio.
The risk characteristics of the winner and loser groups also show that the reward-risk selection rules are desirable to the risk management of the constituent baskets. The λ − parameters of the winner groups are larger than that of the cumulative return winner. It is evident that the lower downside risks in the winner groups are obtained by the alternative portfolios. Opposite to the long baskets, the λ − values for the loser baskets are smaller than the loser group in the cumulative return criterion and it is attractive for the short baskets to take the larger downside risks to earn the profits from short-selling the losers. Most of the reward-risk measures provide the less riskier winner and loser groups with smaller 95% VaRs and CVaRs. In addition to that, the maximum drawdown of each basket is also lower than that of each long/short basket by the cumulative return criterion. In the R-ratio and Sharpe ratio portfolios, the comparable sizes of maximum drawdowns are obtained by the winner and loser groups. Meanwhile, for the CVaR and STARR portfolios, the maximum drawdowns of the winner groups are much lower than those of the loser groups. This pattern is also observed in the cumulative return portfolio.
Overall results in various universes
In the various asset classes, the reward-risk measures are the better ranking rules that select the potential good and bad performers in next 6 months. In particular, the R-ratio(50%,9X%) measures generate the consistent outperformance with lower volatility. The outperformance of the R-ratio(50%,9X%) portfolios is also supported by the historical cumulative returns of the alternative portfolios given in Fig. 1 . It is easy to find that the R-ratio(50%,9X%) not only outperform the traditional trend-following strategy but also tend to form consistent trends with less fluctuation. Additionally, the performance of the R-ratio(50%,9X%) strategies is still consistent even during the financial crisis in 2008. The R-ratio(9X%,9X%) and Sharpe ratio also provide good performance and the portfolios are less riskier than the benchmark momentum strategy in many asset classes. Each long/short basket is also superior to the momentum strategy in performance.
The outperformance of the reward-risk momentum strategies is achieved not by taking more risk but by accepting less risk. In particular, the Rratio(50%,9X%) strategies are less riskier than the momentum portfolio in various risk measures such as Sharpe ratio, VaR, CVaR, and maximum drawdown. The dominance in risk profiles is also observed in the level of long/short baskets. Although the Sharpe ratio portfolio is not as good in performance as the R-ratio strategies, its risk profile imposes that the portfolio by the Sharpe ratio is also less riskier than the benchmark strategy.
In many asset classes, the patterns in performance and risk characteristics are categorized into two classes: The first class includes R-ratio and Sharpe ratio and the second group contains CVaR and STARR. It is noteworthy that the classification is also associated with the origin of the reward-risk measures. The reward-risk measures in the first category are all ratio-based measures. Meanwhile, the second category consist of the return/loss-based measures. The possible explanation on the outperformance of the ratio-based reward-risk measures is that the R-ratio and Sharpe ratio consider not only downside risk but also upward latent profit in the normalized scale. Opposite to the ratio measures, the return/loss based strategies tend to select the low-risk instruments in non-normalized scale. It is likely not to consider the volatility along the upward direction which is not the actual risk but the source of potential gain.
Factor analysis
As found in the previous section, the reward-risk momentum strategies feature the better characteristics in performance and risk. For more robust tests, the alternative strategies need to be cross-checked with various market factors. In particular, the Fama-French three-factor model [34] is one of the well-known regression models in finance. We analyze the results in the S&P 500 universe with the Fama-French three-factor model. Table 13 , the intercepts of the factor analysis on the reward-risk momentum strategies in the S&P 500 universe are generally greater than that of the traditional momentum strategy. The ranges of the three-factor alpha are dependent with the types of the alternative stock selection rules. Additionally, the three-factor alphas are statistically significant in many portfolios. The different factor structures with respect to the criteria are also found.
As seen in
The first category in the factor structure is generated by the Sharpe ratio and R-ratio. For the momentum portfolios by these reward-risk measures, the exposures on the market factor and size factor are smaller than any other strategies. Moreover, very small R 2 values impose that the Fama-French three-factor model is not able to explain the return structures of the momentum portfolios constructed by the ratio-based reward-risk measures. The R-ratio(50%,90%) and R-ratio(50%, 95%) exhibit greater Fama-French three-factor alpha which is also statistically significant.
Another different factor structure is found in the CVaR and STARR portfolios. The statistically significant intercepts of the regression on these stock selection rules are much larger than the momentum strategies by the cumulative return and the ratio-based reward-risk measures. The sizes of the exposure on the market and size factors are substantially greater and statistically significant. The larger exposures to the Fama-French factors lead to the higher R 2 . The large parts of the portfolio performance by these ranking rules are explained by the Fama-French three-factor model.
It is noteworthy that the classification for the different factor structures is also identical to the types of the stock selection rules. Not only performance and risk profiles but also the factor exposure highly depend the origin of the ranking criterion. These two groups of the momentum portfolio construction rules are considered the different categories of the reward-risk measures.
Conclusion
In this study, we test the alternative momentum portfolios based on the reward-risk measures in various asset classes and markets. The reward-risk measures include Sharpe ratio, CVaR, STARR, and R-ratio. The stock selection rules for the reward-risk momentum strategies are calculated from the ARMA(1,1)-GARCH(1,1) model with CTS innovations in order to explain autocorrelation, volatility clustering, skewness, and kurtosis in asset returns.
The reward-risk momentum portfolios achieve the better performance and risk characteristics independent with asset class and market. In particular, the R-ratio(50%,9X%) strategies outperform the traditional momentum strategy in every asset classes. Additionally, the long/short positions of these strategies exhibit the stronger momentum than the benchmark strategy, i.e, the winners outperform the long basket of the traditional momentum portfolio and the losers underperform the loser in the cumulative return. The R-ratio(9X%,9X%) and Sharpe ratio strategies also perform well under the smaller deviation.
The alternative portfolios are less riskier than the traditional momentum portfolio in VaR, CVaR, and maximum drawdown. The larger λ − parameters also guarantee the thinner downside tails of the portfolio returns. For each winner/loser group, the less riskier portfolios are also constructed by the alternative stock selection rules.
It is also observed that the performance and risk profile depend on the characteristics of the momentum group ranking criterion. The reward-risk measures such as R-ratio and Sharpe ratio construct the long/short portfolios with the better average returns and lower downside risks. This tendency is also found at the levels of long/short baskets.
The factor analysis in the S&P 500 universe supports the same conclusion that the factor structures are highly dependent with the types of the ranking criteria. Additionally, the Fama-French three-factor alpha is statistically significant and larger than that of the benchmark strategy and the momentum strategies by the ratio-based stock ranking rules are inexplicable by the Fama-French three factor model which explains the performance of the CVaR and STARR portfolios.
In future study, various kinds of risk models will be tested for the construction of alternative momentum-style portfolios. In addition to that, the implementation of the reward-risk momentum strategies will be extended to weekly, daily, and high frequency scales. 
